We present a new method for the automated detection of sunspots and active regions (ARs) from full-disk observations of the photospheric Stokes vector. The algorithm relies on a Hermite function decomposition of observed Stokes polarization profiles as a function of position on the solar disk. This approach is unique in that it requires no user-defined tunable parameters, like intensity or magnetic field thresholds, and utilizes no information traditionally exploited by other detection schemes to signal the presence of an AR. It is truly a black-box approach, utilizing a self-consistent statistical analysis of the Hermite coefficients. We present the method and show the results of its application to Synoptic Optical Long-term Investigations of the Sun Vector Spectromagnetograph full-disk observations. Detection efficiency is presented for a one-month time series of daily photospheric observations, and we derive a skill-score for the method during this time period.
INTRODUCTION
Automated active region (AR) detection is an important step/tool for instruments that observe the full solar disk. Large volumes of data must be sifted through, in order to identify regions containing the most important solar activity and/or physics. Several approaches to this problem have been developed and implemented over the last two decades, and each method has its own strengths and weaknesses. Historically, sunspot and AR identification has been accomplished by looking for strong-field regions in line-of-sight (LOS) magnetograms and/or depressions in intensity images (Pap et al. 1997; Turmon et al. 1998 Turmon et al. , 2002 Barra et al. 2005 Barra et al. , 2008 Barra et al. , 2009 McAteer et al. 2005; Revathy et al. 2005; Zharkov et al. 2005; Benkhalil et al. 2006; Qahwaji & Colak 2007; Colak & Qahwaji 2008; Curto et al. 2008; Georgoulis et al. 2008; Colak & Qahwaji 2009; Watson et al. 2009; Steward et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2010; Higgins et al. 2011) . Almost all such applications rely on some kind of threshold magnetic field value to (initially) partition pixels into AR and non-AR classifications. Additionally, intensity thresholds are sometimes used to identify low-brightness regions like sunspots. However, such thresholds are typically pre-defined and/or user-defined after painstaking trial and error to determine the optimal thresholds for a particular data set and/or instrument. It is a non-trivial task to determine a threshold that will provide adequate detection of larger structures, while discriminating against smaller non-AR structures on a granular scale. The results of any threshold-based procedure are thus highly sensitive to the value of the threshold (see, e.g., Gonzalez & Woods 2002) .
In an effort to alleviate some of the difficulties associated with threshold-based procedures, more sophisticated methods have been utilized in concert with the initial threshold-based classifications. Region growing and mathematical morphology operators are now commonly used to identify and smooth regions of connected AR pixels (McAteer et al. 2005; Benkhalil et al. 2006; Curto et al. 2008; Watson et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2010) . Pap et al. (1997) and Turmon et al. (1998 Turmon et al. ( , 2002 incorporate expert knowledge in a Bayesian framework which couples the identification of neighboring pixels, using a suitable maximum-likelihood approach. Barra et al. (2005 Barra et al. ( , 2008 Barra et al. ( , 2009 ) developed the SPoCA code (Spatial Possibilistic Clustering Analysis), which uses fuzzy c-means clustering techniques to segment EUV images into ARs, coronal holes, and quiet Sun. This technique was adopted by Martens et al. (2012) in their extensive review of pattern recognition and computer vision for characterizing features in data from the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI). A technique based on determining the fractal dimension over a window surrounding each pixel in an LOS magnetogram was developed by Revathy et al. (2005) , although the window is a tunable parameter whose size does influence the efficiency/accuracy of the method. Machine-learning techniques were used by Qahwaji & Colak (2007) and Colak & Qahwaji (2008 ) to train artificial neural networks to automatically recognize, group, and classify extended AR structures based on McIntosh sunspot classifications from Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) LOS magnetograms and intensitygrams. Suresh et al. (2012) used a sophisticated shifted-means segmentation procedure, combined with edge-linking and neighbor-tracing to highlight ARs in SDO Atmospheric Imaging Assembly images.
Although sophisticated techniques have been developed to identify sunspots and AR structures, almost all of them require some kind of initial threshold-based segmentation to identify promising regions from two-dimensional images, and this threshold is typically selected arbitrarily to reflect the particular instrumental characteristics and/or sensitivity from which data products (e.g., magnetograms and intensitygrams) are derived. What is needed is a parameter-free method that can perform automated AR detection without resorting to trial-and-error determination of specific discrimination thresholds. To achieve this goal, we utilize self-consistent measures of the inherent complexity in Stokes profiles, which are obtained by decomposing them in a basis of orthonormal Hermite functions. The next section presents the instrumental and data characteristics of the full-disk observations used in this work.
DATA AND OBSERVATIONS
The data used in this work consist of daily full-disk observations of the Stokes vector of the Fe i λ6302 multiplet lines, recorded by the Synoptic Optical Long-term Investigations of the Sun (SOLIS) Vector Spectromagnetograph (VSM). SOLIS/VSM scans the solar disk, at 2048 declination positions, in steps of 1 , with a spectrograph slit that disperses the solar spectrum onto two 1024 × 256 pixel 2 detectors. The pixel size parallel to the slit is also 1 , giving a field of view (FOV) of 2048 × 2048 . The SOLIS/VSM polarization train modulates the incoming solar spectrum, so that linear combinations of the Stokes I, Q, U, and V spectra are recorded in neighboring quadrants of the detectors. The demodulated Stokes spectra are recovered by suitable application of the telescope and instrument Mueller matrices to the observations. The spectral line is observed with a spectral sampling of 24 mÅ/pixel in a 3 Å bandpass encompassing two neutral Iron lines and two terrestrial O 2 absorption features.
For this work, we extract and analyze only the Fe i λ6301.5 line, which is not contaminated by blends. For context, Figure 1 shows a SOLIS/VSM continuum intensity image as well as an LOS magnetogram derived from observations taken on 2012 June 1. Stokes profiles for a pixel belonging to the penumbra of a mature sunspot are also displayed.
The geometry of the solar disk is first obtained by calculating the position of the solar limb for each scanline (row of the image) as the inflection point of the row intensity profile. All points inside the limb which have a continuum intensity above a minimum value are used in a barycenter calculation to determine the pixel position of the disk center, and the solar radius is determined as the average of the N-S and E-W maximum limb positions. Finally, heliographic latitude and longitude are calculated from the known disk center and solar radius.
ACTIVE REGION DETECTION BY HERMITE EXPANSION
Del Toro Iniesta & López Ariste (2003) pointed out the suitability of the Hermite functions as a basis in which Stokes profiles can be expanded, and showed how well a Stokes line profile can be reconstructed using only a few terms in the expansion. Socas-Navarro (2005) presented the first use of the expansion in Hermitian functions (EHF) technique as a Stokes profile feature-extraction technique, of interest to applications like data compression, dimensionality reduction, profile classification, inversion preprocessing, etc. The author compared it to other methods, namely an auto-associative neural network (AANN) and a principal component analysis (PCA). While the author concluded that the EHF method offered the lowest accuracy, it was noted that the EHF method is advantageous for its analytical basis functions, which require no time-consuming training (as does the AANN) or database construction (as does the PCA). More recently, Toussaint et al. 
Hermite Decomposition
The Hermite functions of integral order are an orthonormal basis of L 2 , and are obtained as the product of the Hermite polynomial of the same order with a Gaussian envelope. The first two Hermite polynomials are given explicitly as
with subsequent polynomials derived via the recursion relation
The (normalized) Hermite function of order n is therefore given by I c is the continuum intensity), h 1 (x) resembles a Stokes V line profile, and h 2 (x) has the shape of a typical Stokes Q or U profile (see lower panels in Figure 1 ). If we expand a Stokes profile in this basis, higher-order Hermite functions will therefore serve to make small corrections to overall shape of the first few terms in the expansion. Given a general Stokes profile, S(λ), where S ∈ {I d , Q, U, V }, we may expand it to N terms in the Hermite basis by writing
where λ 0 is the line-center wavelength, I c is the continuum intensity, and Δλ is the width of the Stokes I line profile. In practice, this can be the Doppler line width (if it is known), the half-width at half-maximum of the line, or any other convenient estimate, provided that S(λ) → 0 for a sufficiently large number of widths away from the line center. Since the Hermite functions are orthonormal, the expansion coefficients are given by
In practice, any integration limits that reach the continuum may be used.
Active Region Detection
The detection criterion presented in this work is based solely on the intrinsic complexity of the Stokes profile data, which is independent of any derived data products. As such, the efficiency of the detection scheme is not convoluted by the assumptions and/or limitations of the algorithm used to derive the data products (i.e., magnetograms). We make no use of, or reference to, any magnetic field strength or intensity level in the detection scheme. The hypothesis under which this work was carried out is that pixels belonging to a magnetic structure have Stokes profiles that are inherently more complicated (i.e., coherently structured) than the analogous quiet-Sun profiles. Such pixels should therefore require a larger number of terms in their expansions to attain a suitably good reconstruction of the original Stokes profiles.
To test this hypothesis, we consider a generic Stokes profile, S(λ) ∈ {Q(λ), U(λ), V (λ)}. The instrumental uncertainty in this measurement, denoted σ S , is obtained as the standard deviation of the mean in a nearby spectrally quiet continuum window, and is assumed to be constant across the spectral line. To aid in the decomposition and reconstruction, S(λ) is interpolated with a cubic spline, oversampled by a factor of four over the original data points. The center of the Hermite function basis is aligned with the zero-crossing wavelength of the Stokes V profile (regardless of which Stokes profile is under consideration). Decomposition is accomplished by the sequential application of Equation (6). The reconstructed Stoke profile, S recon (λ), is evaluated including all terms up to the current order in the decomposition. This process continues until an L 1 -norm error metric, defined here as
falls below an error limit, = N λ σ S , where N λ is the number of wavelength points across the line profile. This error limit corresponds to a reconstruction that is consistent with the original line profile, to within the noise level of the observations. This error metric was chosen over a more standard L 2 -norm, as it proved to provide satisfactory reconstructions with fewer expansion coefficients. With a pre-compiled table of Hermite function values at the resolution required by the SOLIS/VSM data, the computational effort of the reconstruction is quite low. It should be noted that this technique requires high spectral sampling and the ability to determine inherent instrumental intensity uncertainties in the line continuum; as such, it is not applicable to Stokes profile data from SDO/HMI, which has a coarse spectral sampling and no continuum channel. If the reconstruction termination condition is met after i orders of decomposition, then the number of expansion terms required for a satisfactory reconstruction of the Stokes profile in a spatial pixel (x, y) is denoted as n S (x, y) = i.
The above procedure is used to obtain the required number of expansion coefficients for Stokes Q, U, and V, from which a composite measure of Stokes complexity is obtained as
which attains large values for strong-field sunspot regions, and suppresses quiet-Sun regions better than any individual n S (x, y). When Equation (8) is evaluated over the full FOV as a function of position, we call the result the coefficient image. Figure 3 shows typical reconstructions for umbral, penumbral, plage, and quiet-Sun pixels, along with the number of expansion orders required for the reconstruction to be considered consistent with the original observations. It is evident that the reconstruction errors immediately fall below the error limit in quiet-Sun regions, while pixels which are part of extended magnetic structure require a much larger number of expansion coefficients to be successfully reconstructed. For these magnetic profiles, the coefficient image obtains values which are a factor of 9.9-16.5 times larger than in the quiet Sun.
Once the full-FOV coefficient image is obtained, the following methodology is used to create a series of binary masks, from which individual regions of interest (ROIs) may be extracted.
1. Let n be the average value of n c (x, y) in high-latitude regions with |θ | > 50
• . We utilize this approach for the following two reasons: (1) the disk center may contain strong-field regions which would bias the average toward larger values, requiring a type of threshold discrimination which we are trying to avoid, and (2) limb darkening has no effect on the number of expansion coefficients needed for a successful reconstruction, so that using highlatitude regions guarantees that no strong-field pixels will contaminate the quiet-Sun average. 2. Calculate the standard deviation, σ n , of n in the highlatitude region, and identify pixels (over the entire FOV) where n c (x, y) is larger than n + σ n . Set these pixels to 1 and all others to 0 to create a first-order binary AR mask (see Figure 4) . Each contiguous set of non-zero, connected elements in the first-order mask is considered an initial ROI. 3. To eliminate small-scale ROIs not belonging to an AR, and to close gaps in larger, connected ROI regions, an iterative morphological procedure is used. A circular structuring element of increasing radius is used to perform successive closing and opening transformations on the first-order mask. The structuring element increases from a 5 pixel radius to a typical supergranular radius (about 21 ) over the course of several repeated applications. At each stage, this procedure will (typically) remove ROIs that are smaller than the size of the structuring element, and extend the boundary of larger ROIs. This iterative approach is more effective than performing a single morphological filtering operation with a supergranular-sized structuring element, which may actually enhance closely spaced small-scale ROIs. The result of this iterative morphological filtering is finally dilated by a supergranular-sized structuring element to obtain the second-order binary AR mask (see Figure 5 ). As in Georgoulis et al. (2008) , we note the use of supergranular-scale structuring elements reflects the fact that they represent the typical scale over which largescale aggregation of magnetic field occurs, leading to AR formation.
As can be seen in Figure 5 , the second-order mask is highly processed and contains smooth, connected ROIs at the locations of the large magnetic structures. From this second-order mask, each ROI is extracted and analyzed, until all connected ROIs have been accounted for. Proceeding from the lower left to the upper right of the second-order mask, a region-growing algorithm is used to identify a connected ROI and isolate it from the rest of the second-order mask, using the first detected ROI pixel as the seed. The centroid of each grown ROI is calculated and the maximum extents in the horizontal and vertical image directions are found. A minimum bounding box is defined using these extents, and the final AR boundaries are obtained by extending this bounding box by one supergranular diameter in each direction. The ROI is uniquely labeled and removed from the second-order mask, and tracking across the image continues until a new seed pixel (belonging to some other ROI) is encountered, at which point a new ROI is grown and extracted. This process repeats until the second-order mask is empty and all ROIs have been detected and labeled. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The detected ARs for SOLIS/VSM photospheric observations on 2012 June 1 are shown in Figure 6 . Correct detection rates are calculated using the Solar Region Summary (SRS) reports provided by the Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC), available at http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/ftpdir/forecasts/SRS. These daily region summaries are compared to the regions identified by the Hermite decomposition code, and the region closest to the position of the SWPC region is assigned the appropriate NOAA number. Time differences between the SRS reports and the SOLIS/VSM observations are taken into account by advancing the NOAA region positions in longitude by an amount consistent with the latitudinal dependence of the solar differential rotation. These SRS reports allow us to characterize the performance of the method in terms of true positives (P t , NOAA region correctly identified), false positives (P f , non-NOAA region identified), true negatives (N t , non-NOAA region not identified), and false negatives (N f , NOAA region not identified).
Post-processing of the ROIs is done by removing any ROIs that are not consistent with any NOAA ARs (note that this enforces P f = 0, by design). Furthermore, since bipolar ARs (i.e., ARs with well-separated spots) may be identified as two separate ROIs, we also merge any ROIs that share a common NOAA AR position label. The rate at which this occurs is given by
The success rate is simply defined as the number of true positives over the total number of detections. As can be seen in Table 1 , the method has a success rate of 82.5%. From these statistics, we calculate a skill-score for the method, defined as the difference between the number of true-positive and Figure 6 . Results of the automatic AR detection. The image shows the number of expansion coefficients required to achieve a sufficiently small residual between the observed and reconstructed Stokes V profiles. Hotter colors (blue → purple → red → orange → yellow) correspond to larger numbers of expansion coefficients. The boxes enclose the identified ARs. false-negative detections, divided by the total number of true detections. Explicitly,
Positive values indicate an improvement over the assumption that no ARs will be detected, with a value of 1 indicating perfect detection ability. A value of zero indicates that the method misses as many NOAA ARs as it positively identifies (i.e., the method is no better than random chance), and a negative value means it misses more than it successfully detects (i.e., the method is worse than random chance). Therefore, a value 0 indicates no particular skill in detecting ARs. For the period under study, we calculate a skill-score of 0.592, which is quite good for a method that relies on no tunable parameters, but instead discriminates based on the inherent complexity of the data. The rate of ROI merging was found to be 11.9% during this same time period. Our successful classification rates compare quite favorably to those of other methods, as reported in the literature; Benkhalil et al. (2006) analyzed Hα and Ca ii from the Meudon Observatory as well as EUV images from SOHO Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope, using an automatic thresholding and region-growing technique, and obtained successful NOAA detections between 60% and 86% of the time for the months of 2002 January to July; Zhang et al. (2010) used a morphological analysis of synoptic SOHO/MDI magnetograms from 1996 to 2008 and found success rates varying between 40% and 90%, with an average Figure 7 . Simple segmentation of an AR into umbra (white contours) and penumbra (gray contours), using simple intensity thresholding. Left-continuum intensity; right-coefficient image showing penumbral pixels to be the most coherently structured. Lighter shades indicate a larger number of expansion coefficients. Note the lack of apparent structure-specific detail in the coefficient image; it would therefore seem that AR segmentation based on the coefficient image is not possible, as there is even a wide degree of variability between spatially distant regions of the same structure.
success rate of 73.8%, and an average AR merging rate of 13.0%; similarly, Higgins et al. (2011) analyzed daily SOHO/MDI magnetograms and found fewer ARs from their automated technique than were reported by NOAA 72% of the time. Figure 7 shows an AR located near the disk center, as observed by SOLIS/VSM on 2012 June 15. Simple manual intensity thresholds were used to highlight umbral and penumbral regions in both the continuum intensity and coefficient images. It is clear that, for this particular functional form of the coefficient image, that no obvious and coherent spatial structuring is present which would allow the segmentation of the AR into its umbral and penumbral regions without the use of the continuum intensity thresholds; there is wide variability in the complexity of the Stokes profiles between opposite sides of the sunspot penumbra. Therefore, there is no way to infer the presence of a sunspot umbra, or distinguish one from other surrounding structures, based solely on the number of expansion coefficients input into the coefficient image. However, it may be possible to formulate other functional forms of a coefficient image, specifically tailored to attain large values in (e.g.) sunspot umbra only; if we assume umbral field vectors to be radial (i.e., parallel to the local surface normal), one might imagine a position-weighted linear combination of n QU V (x, y), such that Stokes V dominates near disk center while Stokes Q and U dominate closer to the limb. Reversing this behavior as a function of position would highlight penumbral regions, under the assumption that penumbral field vectors are more closely aligned tangential to the solar surface. This AR segmentation via Stokes profile complexity analysis will be a subject of future investigation.
Stability and Discussion of Error Cases
If we rephrase the auto-threshold as n + ασ n (see Section 3.2), we can investigate the degree to which the method is influenced Figure 8 . Variation of the success rate (circles) and skill-score (triangles) obtained using different values of the coefficient auto-threshold, parameterized by α. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the average value of the success rate and skill-score over these 31 cases, and the vertical dotted line denotes the case where the auto-threshold was (arbitrarily) set to n + σ n (see Section 3.2).
by the choice of α. Figure 8 shows the success rate and skillscore (obtained for the same one-month time period) in 31 separate cases when α is varied. It is obvious that the particular choice of α does not have a significant effect on the efficacy of the detection; both the success rate and skill-score are only weakly varying functions of the α parameter. The average success rate was determined to be 82.5% with a 1σ standard deviation of 1.3%, while the average skill-score obtained was 0.540, again with a standard deviation of 0.054. Given the relative insensitivity of the method to the particular coefficient threshold, we feel justified in claiming that this detection method is parameter-free.
Smaller ARs at the extreme limb are hard to detect with this method. Due to foreshortening from projection effects, even moderately sized ARs will appear very small and are likely to be filtered out by the morphological processing stage. It should be possible to mitigate this effect by projecting the fulldisk n c (x, y) image onto the Stonyhurst heliographic coordinate system (which gives a better representation of the size of limb-adjacent features) prior to the auto-thresholding of the coefficient image.
Distinct NOAA ARs that are spatially close together are hard to discriminate; morphological processing tends to merge these regions into one large ROI. We have noted that this tends to be the case only when there is extended plage (identified by SDIC) with no corresponding sunspot(s), and it is this particular error case which is responsible for the vast majority of false negative detections. Correction for this particular position bias should boost the success rate and skill-score of the method significantly; perhaps a separate clustering analysis prior to the morphological filtering could help alleviate this; a fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm might be able to identify large regions that may be interpreted as being composed of many aggregated, smallerscale features. As such a region would most likely be diffuse, extended plage rather than a compact AR structure with one or more sunspots (see Figure 6 ), this could help to discriminate between NOAA regions in the SRS reports which are spatially co-located within a single extended structure in the coefficient image.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a new method for AR detection on the solar disk based on the expansion of Stokes profiles in the basis of orthonormal Hermite functions. The method is unique in that no user-tuned parameters are required for the detection to work at a high degree of reliability; the discrimination is accomplished by an automatic and self-consistent examination of the inherent complexity of the Stokes profiles themselves; to the best of our knowledge, this is the first algorithm of its kind to attempt sunspot detection directly from Stokes profiles. No data products must be derived from the Stokes profiles prior to the AR detection, as we do not rely on magnetic field or intensity thresholds. We reported an 82.5% successful detection rate of NOAA ARs, with a skill-score of 0.592, indicating a high degree of skill in discriminating NOAA ARs from other small-scale structures on the disk. Furthermore, we demonstrated the insensitivity of the method to the particular value of the coefficient auto-threshold, obtaining an average success rate of 82.5% and an average skill-score of 0.540 over a range of auto-threshold values. Typical scenarios leading to false identifications were discussed, and perspectives on how these error cases might be remediated were proposed. Future directions for this work include extending the method to provide more information other than AR position and spatial extent on the solar disk; perhaps adjusting the functional form of the coefficient image and/or incorporating information on position on the solar disk would allow segmentation of ARs into their component umbral, penumbral, and facular components, from which automated determination of (e.g.) sunspot area and class would logically follow. Since SOLIS/VSM is a synoptic instrument, providing daily photospheric observations for almost a decade now, the temporal evolution of sunspot structures over periods comparable to a solar cycle could be automatically analyzed with this tool.
